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ASX invites submissions by Friday 20 May 2011.
ASX's review paper can be downloaded from the ASX website.
3. Announcements regarding research reports available
on listed entities' websites
It has become increasingly common for listed entities to post
on their company websites copies of research reports by
analysts about the entity and its securities. ASX reminds listed
entities to be mindful of their obligations if they wish to
release an announcement on the Company Announcements
Platform (CAP) about such reports.
First, it is not permitted for a listed entity to release through
the CAO the text of any such research report, or to release an
announcement that contains a live hyperlink that leads
directly to the report. It is permitted for an entity to release
an announcement that simply advises the market that a
research report about the entity or its securities has been
made available on the entity's website.
Second, it is not permitted for an entity to include excerpts
from that research report in the announcement, particularly
any conclusions relating to the value of the entity's securities.
Such disclosures are contrary to paragraph 91 of Guidance
Note 8 Continuous Disclosure:
91. It is not appropriate for an entity to release analysts'
reports over CAP, as this may imply endorsement of the
report or raise the question of selective disclosure.
Where the research report has been commissioned by the
listed entity itself (either directly or indirectly), the entity
must disclose that fact in the announcement sent to CAO.
Where such disclosure has not been made and it comes to
ASX's attention that the entity is publicising through CAO a
commissioned research report, the entity will be required to
make a statement through CAO to clarify the situation.
To help keep our Listed Entities informed of information and events ASX will be sending emails to the
Company Secretary's Office from time to time. You are receiving this email because you have been
identified as a key contact within the Company Secretary's Office at your organisation. If you would like
to update your email address please do so via the Directors/Senior Management page on ASX Online for
Companies. Feel free to forward this email to any relevant parties within your organisation.
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